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Abstract 
Aarts, J.M. and L.G. Oversteegen, On one-to-one continuous images of R, Topology and its 
Applications 41 (1991) 17-23. 
One-to-one continuous images of the reals play an important role in dynamical systems as all 
non-periodic orbits fall in this class. We present a characterization of one-to-one continuous 
images of the reals in the realm of hereditarily unicoherent spaces. The characterization is 
reminiscent of the well-known characterization of the reaIs which requires each point to be a cut 
point of order 2. As a particularly useful corollary we obtain a characterization of the non-compact 
one-to-one continuous images of the halfline. 
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Introduction 
In [ 1 l] Lelek and McAuley have completely classified those one-to-one continuous 
images of R which are locally compact and locally connected. Any such space is 
homeomorphic to one of the following five objects: R, the figure eight, a dumbbell, 
a @-curve or a noose. As was observed in [93 the condition of local connectedness 
can be weakened to that of aposyndesis. In the same vein all compact one-to-one 
continuous images of R are classified in [4]. There are uncountably many topologi- 
tally distinct such images and they fall within 28 types. See also [ 131. T 
are of little help in the study of orbits in flows as there a only three WohWly 
distinct locally compact orbits, na or IJJ t61. z-% @c:$‘-9 of 
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the non-locally compact orbits is far from complete [ 1,2,5]. For that reason we 
focus our attention on the non-compact one-to-one continuous images of the reals. 
As orbits in flows are hereditarily unicoherent (Corollary 2.3) we shall study those 
one-to-one continuous images of IIB which are hereditarily unicoherent. 
All spaces under discussion are separable and metrizable. A continuum is a 
compact and connected space. A space X is hereditarily unicoherent provided that 
for any two subcontinua A and B of X the intersection An B is connected. 
A space X is continuumwise connected if any two of its points are contained in 
a subcontinuum of X. A continuum component of a space X is a subset of X which 
is maximal with respect o the property of being continuumwise connected. For all 
undefined notions the reader is referred YO [lo]. 
1. Main theorem 
Recall that a point x of a connected space X is called a cut point (of order 2) if 
X\(x) is not connected (and has exactly two components). The following charac- 
terization of Iw is well known (e.g. [ 121). A space X is homeomorphic to R if and 
only if each point of X is a cut point of order 2. 
We shall say that a point x of a space X is a weak cut point (of order 2) if X\(x) 
is not continuumwise connected (and has exactly two non-degenerate continuum 
components) (cf. [7]). In particular, a space X having a weak cut point of order 2 
is uncountable. In the spirit of the characterization of R there is the following result. 
1.1. Theorem. Let X be a hereditarily unicoherent space. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) X is a one-to-one continuous image of IR, 
(2) each point x of X is a weak cut point of order 2. 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1, to be presented in 1.6, we need several emmas. 
1.2. Lemma. Suppose that f: II3 + X is a continuous bijection. Suppose that X is 
hereditarily unicoherent. If C is a subcontinuum of X, then f-‘(C) is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that f -l(C) is not connected. Let (a, b) be a bounded component 
of R\f -l(C). Then f([a, b]) is a continuum and f([a, b])n C ={$(a), f(b)}; a 
contradiction. 0 
1.3. Lemma. Let X be a hereditarily unicoherent space which satisjies condition (2) 
in Theorem 1 .I. Then each irreducible subcontinuum of X is an arc. 
Proof. We shall first show that X cannot contain an indecomposable non-degenerate 
continuum. We suppose that Z is an indecomposable non-degenerate subcontinuum 
ofX.Letz&Z y (2), X\(z) consists of exact& two continuum components, which 
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we denote by C1 and C,. Because 2 contains uncountably many pairwise disjoint 
composants C,, a! E A [ 10, Section 43, VI], we may assume that C, meets two distinct 
composants of ?, say Cs and CT, which do not contain z. Hence there exists a 
continuum K in C1 joining Ca and C,,. As 2 is irreducible between K n Cs and 
K n C,,, K n 2 is not connected. This is a contradiction. Now let Y be an irreducible 
subcontinuum of X. By [ 10, Section 43, IV and VII], there exists a finest monotone 
continuous surjection m 1 : Y+ [0, 11. It suffices to show that ml is injective. The 
proof is by way of contradiction. Assume that m,‘(t) is non-degenerate for some 
t E [0, 11. Let 2 c m,‘(t) be a non-degenerate irreducible subcontinuum of m,*(t). 
We may assume t f 0. As above there exists a finest monotone continuous urjection 
m,:Z+[O, 11. Choose some x in m,‘(i) and write L= m,‘([O, i)) and R = 
m,‘((f, 11). Since 2 is irreducible and X is hereditarily unicoherent, it follows that 
L and R are in distinct continuum components of X\(x). 
Choose y E m r ‘(0). Then there exists a continuum K in X\(x) which joins y to 
either L or R. As X is hereditarily unicoherent, K n Y is connected. Because ml 
is a finest monotone map, this can only occur if K n Y 3 m[*((O, t)). Then we must 
have t < 1, because Y is irreducible between m,‘(O) and m;*(l). Repeating the 
argument for some y E ml*(l), we find that ml was not the finest monotone map. Cl 
1.4. mma. Let X be a hereditarily unicoherent space which satisfies condition (2) 
in Theorem 1.1. Then X is uniquely arcwise connected. 
Proof, Because _X is h_erMlitady unicoherent, only arm&e mnm-+J-- of ,Y rr~*~lb~cyI”~I*~ou 
requires a proof. In view of the preceding lemma, it suffices to show that X is 
continuumwise connected. We assume that is not the case. Then X contains at least 
two distinct continuum components and by condition (2) X has exactly two distinct 
continuum components, say A and B. 
Let x E A. By condition (2), A\{ x is nonempty and continuumwise connected. } 
Let p and q be distinct points of A\(x). By Lemma 1.3 there exists an arc I c A\(x) 
joining p and q. Choose y E I\(p, ~a). As above there exists an arc .k A\{ y} 
joining p and q. As I n J is not connected, this co8fradicts that X is hereditarily 
unicoherent. cl 
Recall that a space X is called atriodic if X does not contain three arcs each 
having a point p as a common endpoint and not intersecting otherwise. 
1.5. Lemma. Let X be a hereditarily unicoherent space which satisjies condition (2) 
of l’%eorem 1.1. Then X is atriodic. 
oof. By Lemma 1.4, X is uniquely arcwise connected. It follows immediately 
from condition (2) that X cannot contain any branch point. Cf. [ 12, Lem na 31. 
1=+2. Let f: IR + X be a one-to-on 
Let x E X. We write f - 
ntinuous urjection- 
(-m,f-l(x)) and B = (f-*(x), 00). s both f(A) and $( re conk :Ue-gm v. f-,e 
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connected, in order to show that x is a weak cut point of order 2, it suffices to prove 
that x is a weak cut point. If C is any continuum in X\(x), the set f-‘(C) is 
connected by Lemma 1.2. It follows that f -‘( C) is contained in either A or B. This 
proves that f(A) and f(B) cannot be joined by a continuum in X\(x). 
2* I. The space X is uniquely arcwise connected by Lemma 1.4. That is, for any 
two points x and y of X there is a unique arc, denoted by x=y, which starts out at 
x and ends up in y. We pick a point z E X and let X\(z) = R u L, where R and L 
are the arc components of X\(z). For each point x E X\(z) there is a unique arc 
zx. In view of Lemma 1.5, for any two such arcs zx and zy we have either zx n zy = {z} 
or zx c zy or zy c zx. Let {m,  m2,. . .} and {sl, s2,. . .} be countable dense subsets 
of L and R respectively. Let fi : [0, l] + zsl be any topological map. If sk is the first 
point not in zsl, we use any homeomorphism [ 1,2] + slsk to define a topological 
map f2 : [0,2] + ZQ extending f, . 
Inductively we get a continuous injection f + : [0, 00) + {z} u R. We shall show that 
f + is surjective. Let y E R. As zy is compact, Si E R\zy for some i. Then zy c zsi c 
f '([0, 00)). In a similar fashion we can define f - : (-00,0] + L u {z}. This results in 
a continuous bijection f: IR + X. Cl 
The following example shows that the requirement that X be hereditarily unicoher- 
ent is essential in Theorem 1.1 and cannot be replaced by the assumption that X 
is atriodic. 
1.7. Example. Here we present an example of an atriodic space X satisfying condi- 
tion (2) in Theorem 1.1 which is not the image of 08. X is the subset of the plane 
. ..LG#& l 
w LIL~,LI ii2 polar coor&l,,,,, 13 Bl vbl~ &...,tae :e “:..P.. by 
X={(l, e)lOS &c277}u{(l+ee, ~)~OER). 
It is not difficult to show that X is atriodic and satisfies (2). Since X is not arcwise 
connected, X is not (any) image of R. 
2. Non-compact 
The subset [0, 00) of R is denoted by IV. The results of the preceding section 
llave an interesting application which we discuss now. 
2.1. Theorem. Let X be a non-compact space. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) X is a one-to-one continuous image of Iw +. 
(2) X is hereditarily unicoherent and there exists a point e E X which is not a weak 
cut point, while each x E X\(e) is a weak cut point of order 2. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, to be presented in 2.4, we need the following 
counterpart of Lemma 1,2, 
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2.2. Lemma. Suppose that f : R+ + X is a continuous bijection. Suppose that X is not 
compact. If C is a subcontinuum of X, then f-‘(C) is a bounded, closed interval. 
Proof. If f -l(C) is bounded, the lemma is obviously true, as f restricted to the 
compact set f-*(C) is a topological embedding. Assuming f-‘(C) is unbounded, 
we must necessarily have that [a, a) ~f-‘( C) for some a E 08. If the last statement 
would not be true,f -I( C) could be decomposed in countably many pairwise disjoint 
compact sets. That would result in a similar decomposition of C, contradicting 
Sierpinski’s theorem [10, Section 42, III]. But then X = f([O, a]) u C, contradicting 
the fact that X is not compact. Cl 
Obviously, from Lemma 2.2 we may conclude that if X is a one-to-one continuous 
image of R+, then X is hereditarily unicoherent. The idea of invoking Sierpinski’s 
theorem as in the above proof goes back to [43. In [3, Theorem 1.253 aresult similar 
to Lemma 2.2 is obtained for motions in a flow. The reader is referred to [3,8] for 
general information about flows. We have the following corollary. 
2.3. Corollary. Let w be a flow on X. Any orbit, positive orbit or negative orbit which 
is not compact, is hereditarily unicoherent. 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1. (l)+(2). Let f: iR+ + X be a continuous bijection. From 
Lemma 2.2 it follows that X is hereditarily unicoherent. We let e = f (0). Obviously 
e is not a weak cut point. That each x E X\(e) is a weak cut point of order 2 is 
proved in the same way as in 1.6. 
(2)*( 1). Let X be a non-compact space such that condition (2) holds. Let 
Y = X\{e}. Trivially Y is hereditarily unicoherent. We show that Y satisfies condi- 
tion (2) of Theorem 1.1. For each y E Y the space X\( y} has exactly two non- 
degenerate continuum components. It follows that y is a weak cut point of Y of 
order 32. Suppose that some q is a weak cut point of Y of order 33. Let 
\(q) = U u V, where IJ and V BE the continuum components of X\(q) and let 
Y\(a) = X\(e, q) = Au B u C, WRWZ each of I *, 4 I3 8nt-l C’ is the union of continuum 
components of X\{e, q}. Without loss of generality we may assume that Au B = U. 
Let a E A and b E B. Then any continuum H joining Q and b in U must contain e. 
As e is not a weak cut point of X, some continuum K joins a and b in X\(e). 
Then H n K cannot be connected, contradicting the fact that X is hereditarily 
unicoherent. Now by Theorem 1.1 there is a continuous bijection f: (0,l) --) Y 
write f(i) =p. Note that f((O,{)) and f((& 1)) are the continuum component 
Y\(p). Without loss of generality we may assume that f((0, $)) is in the same 
continuum component of X\{ p} as e. It easily follows that {e} u f ((0, $1) is a 
continuum, which is denoted by K 
To complete the proof we shall show that lim,,, f ( t,,) = e for any sequence G + 0. 
Obviously (f( t,)) has a converge nvenience sake we use 
the original indexing for such a s y way of e x-P2L;bp‘-;ion 
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we show that q = 2. Assuming q =f(s) # e, we can choose u such that 0 < u < s G i. 
The set {e) uf((0, u]) is compact and contains the tail of (f(Q). It follows that 
(f&)) does not converge to q, a contradiction. 0 
There is an interesting corollary. For its proof we shall use some results and 
notations of [4]. En particular, for any continuous bijection f: IR + X, we let 
cu(f)=n{cl{,f(r)~~+n}Jn=l,2,...} 
and 
2.5. Corollary. Let X be any non-compact space. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Thereexistsacontinuousbijectionf AR-, Xsuch thatfornoa ER thesetf([c;, 00)) 
or the set ,f( (-00, a]) is compact. 
(2) X is hereditarily unicoherent and each point x of X is a weak cut point of 
order 2. 
Proof. (2)+( 1). By Theorem 1.1 there is a continuous bijection f: R + X. Suppose 
thatf([a,oo))iscompactforsomeaEIW.Thenw(f)cf([O,oO))ando(f)iscompact. 
Choose any b E R such that f( 6) E o( f ). In the same way as in the proof of 14, 
Lemma 21, we can show that there is a c > b such that f(c) E o( f ), because in that 
proof only the local compactness of o(f) is used. 
The intersection of the continua f ([ 6, c]) and f( [ c, 00)) u o( f ) is not connected. 
A contradiction. 
(l)*(2). By Theorem 2.1, f([O, 00)) is hereditarily unicoherent. The point f(0) 
is not a weak cut point in f([O, a>)), while f(x) is a weak cut point of order 2 in 
f ([0, a)) for ear+ x > 0. A similar statement holds for f (( -00, 01). That f(0) is a 
weak cut point of order 2 in f(R) and that f(R) is hereditarily unicoherent is easily 
established once it has been observed that f-‘(C) is a bounded interval for each 
subcontinuum C of X. That is the result of the following lemma. 
2.6. Lemma. Suppose that X is Q ncn-compact space which satisjies (1) of Corollary 
2.5. If C is any subcontinuum of X, then f-‘(C) is a bounded clos&’ i&roal. 
Proof. The proof is by way of contradiction. Assume that f -‘( C) is unbounded for 
some subcontinuum C of X. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2 it follows that for some 
aEIWwemusthave[a,~)cf-‘(C)or(-~,a]cf-’(C).Withoutlossofgenerality 
we may assume [a, 00) c f -‘( C) for some a E R. Then G = w(f) is a subcontinuum 
of C. It is to be noted that there is a sequence (t,) in IF8 such that t, + QO and f( t,) @ G 
(cf. 14, Lemma 2)). If f -‘( G) is bounded from below by some 6, then it follows 
that f ([ 6,~)) is compact; a contradiction. So f-‘(G) is not bounded from below. 
Then necessarily (-00, c] c f -'( G) for some c E R. If this statement would not be 
true, there would be some sequence (s,) such that s, + --OO and f(s,,) g G. The 
sequencm (s,,) and (I,,) give rise to a decomposition of G into countably many 
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pairwise disjoint compact sets, violating Sierpinkski’s theorem [10, Section 42, III]. 
We now have a(f) c G. As in [4, Lemma 23, there is a sequence r, such that r;, + -oo 
and f(m)E a(f). Also f( ?,,)e a(f) for n = 1,2,. . . . In a similar fashion as above 
this induces 5~ decomposition of a(f), unless a(f) consists of one interval only. 
But then for some d we find thatf( (-a, d]) is compact. This contradiction completes 
the proof. Cl 
To conclude the paper we pose the following problem related to Corollary 2.5. 
2,7. Problem. Is the following statement correct? 
If X is homogeneous and hereditarily unicoherent, while each point of X is a 
weak cut point of order 2, then must X necessarily have a local product structure. 
By a local product structure we mean that each point has a neighborhood such that 
U-R or U-QXW. See [l]. 
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